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Abstract
This paper presents recent advancements in creating high frequency model

for air-core reactors using partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) theory. By
meshing each turn into rectangular bars, PEEC theory can be applied and the
reactors can be studied in detail. Measurements results are compared to PEEC
model results for the frequency domain while time domain results are presented
solely for the models. It is shown that the time complexity for modeling a realistic
reactor is acceptable on a regular workstation.

1 Introduction
The application of air-core reactors in power distribution systems include current lim-
iting, neutral grounding, filtering, and shunt applications. Previous attempts to model
air-core reactors include mainly lumped electrical equivalent circuit models [1],[2],[3] and
[4]. The major drawbacks with the traditionally lumped models is that high frequency
electromagnetic behavior is not modeled correctly and that specific parts of the windings
can not be studied in detail.

In the Partial Element Equivalent Circuit (PEEC) theory, the electromagnetic behavior
of a three dimensional structure is represented by electric equivalent circuits [5],[6],[7].
The PEEC method is based on an integral formulation of Maxwell’s equation, thus
making the PEEC model less computational demanding compared to, for example, finite
element models for certain classes of problems. The PEEC model gives a full-wave
solution, with upper frequency limit determined by the discretization. The same PEEC
model is used for both time and frequency domain simulations, where delay in the time
domain is equivalent to a phase shift in the frequency domain.

This paper presents an approach to model the high frequency behavior of air-cored reac-
tors, with a circular cross section, using PEEC. Each turn (circular loop) is represented
by a finite number of bars with rectangular or circular cross sections. The electromagnetic
coupling between the bars is modeled through mutual coefficients of potential and partial
mutual inductances. The resulting electromagnetic model is accurate and robust since
the partial inductances and coefficients of potential are calculated using closed formulas.
This approach enables modeling in the time- and frequency domain for detail studies of
various phenomenon. In this paper, PEEC model results in the frequency domain are
compared with measurements for different reactor structures. The time complexity for
modeling a realistic reactor is acceptable on a regular workstation.

In Section 2 basic PEEC theory is presented, Section 3 details the air-core reactor model
and partial element formulations. Further, Section 4 presents modeling and measurement
results and Section 5 finalizes the paper with discussions.
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2 Basic PEEC Theory

The PEEC method is a 3D, full wave modeling method suitable for combined electro-
magnetic and circuit analysis. In the PEEC method, the electric field integral equation
is interpreted as Kirchoff’s voltage law applied to a basic PEEC cell which results in a
complete circuit solution for 3D geometries. The equivalent circuit formulation allows
for additional SPICE-type circuit elements to easily be included. Further, the models
and the analysis apply to both the time and the frequency domain. The circuit equations
resulting from the PEEC model are easily constructed using a condensed modified loop
analysis (MLA) or modified nodal analysis (MNA) formulation [8]. In the MNA formu-
lation, the volume cell currents and the node potentials are solved simultaneously for
the discretized structure. To obtain field variables, post-processing of circuit variables
are necessary.

This section gives an outline of the nonorthogonal PEEC method as fully detailed in
[9]. In this formulation, the objects, conductors and dielectrics, can be both orthogo-
nal and non-orthogonal quadrilateral (surface) and hexahedral (volume) elements. The
formulation utilizes a global and a local coordinate system where the global coordi-
nate system uses orthogonal coordinates x, y, z where a global vector ~F is of the form
~F = Fx

~̂x + Fy
~̂y + Fz

~̂z. A vector in the global coordinates are marked as ~rg. The local
coordinates a, b, c are used to separately represent each specific possibly non-orthogonal

object and the unit vectors are ~̂a,
~̂
b, and ~̂c, see further [9]. The starting point for the

theoretical derivation is the total electric field at a conductor expressed as

~Ei(~rg, t) =
~J(~rg, t)

σ
+

∂ ~A(~rg, t)

∂t
+∇φ(~rg, t), (1)

where ~Ei is an incident electric field, ~J is the current density in a conductor, ~A is
the magnetic vector potential, φ is the scalar electric potential, and σ the electrical
conductivity. The dielectric areas are taken into account as an excess current with
the scalar potential using the volumetric equivalence theorem. By using the definitions
of the vector potential ~A and the scalar potential φ, it is possible to formulate the
integral equation for the electric field at a point ~rg which is to be located either inside
a conductor or inside a dielectric region according to eq. (2). Equation (2) is the time
domain formulation which can easily be converted to the frequency domain by using the
Laplace transform operator s = ∂

∂t
and where the time retardation τ will transform to

e−sτ .

~Ei(~rg, t) =
~J(~rg, t)

σ
(2)

+ µ
∫

v′
G(~rg, ~rg′)∂

~J(~rg′, td)
∂t

dv′

+ ε0(εr−1)µ
∫

v′
G(~rg, ~rg′)∂

2 ~E(~rg′, td)
∂t2

+
∇
ε0

∫

v′
G(~rg, ~rg′)q(~rg′, td)dv′.

The PEEC integral equation solution of Maxwell’s equations is based on the total electric
field, e.g. (1). An integral or inner product is used to reformulate each term of (2)
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Figure 1: Nonorthogonal element created by the mesh generator with associated local
coordinate system.

into the circuit equations. This inner product integration converts each term into the
fundamental form

∫ ~E · dl = V where V is a voltage or potential difference across the
circuit element. It can be shown how this transforms the sum of the electric fields in (1)
into the Kirchoff Voltage Law (KVL) over a basic PEEC cell [7]. Figure 2 details the
(Lp,P ,τ)PEEC model for the metal patch in Fig. 1 when discretized using four edge
nodes (dark full circles). The model in Fig. 2 consists of:

• partial inductances (Lp) which are calculated from the volume cell discretization
using a double volume integral.

• coefficients of potentials which are calculated from the surface cell discretization
using a double surface integral.

• retarded current controlled current sources, to account for the electric field cou-
plings, given by I i

p = pij

pii
Ij
C(t − tdij

) where tdij
is the free space travel time (delay

time) between surface cells i and j,

• retarded current controlled voltage sources, to account for the magnetic field cou-
plings, given by V n

L = Lpnm
∂ Im(t−tdnm)

∂t
, where tdnm is the free space travel time

(delay time) between volume cells n and m.

By using the MNA method, the PEEC model circuit elements can be placed in the
MNA system matrix during evaluation by the use of correct matrix stamps [8]. The
MNA system, when used to solve frequency domain PEEC models, can be schematically
described as

jωP−1V −AT I = Is

AV − (R + jωLp)I = Vs
(3)

where: P is the full coefficient of potential matrix, A is a sparse matrix containing the
connectivity information, Lp is a dense matrix containing the partial inductances, R
is a matrix containing the volume cell resistances, V is a vector containing the node
potentials (solution), I is a vector containing the branch currents (solution), Is is a
vector containing the current source excitation, and Vs is a vector containing the voltage
source excitation. The first row in the equation system in (3) is Kirchoff’s current law
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Figure 2: (Lp,P ,τ)PEEC model for metal patch in Fig. 1 discretized with four edge nodes.
Controlled current sources, In

p , account for the electric field coupling and controlled
voltage sources, V n

L , account for the magnetic field coupling. Further, the figure can also
be interpreted as one turn for a reactor if the loop is left open at one node.

for each node while the second row satisfy Kirchoff’s voltage law for each basic PEEC
cell (loop). The use of the MNA method when solving PEEC models is the preferred
approach since additional active and passive circuit elements can be added by the use
of the corresponding MNA stamp. For a complete derivation of the quasi-static and
full-wave PEEC circuit equations using the MNA method, see for example [10].

3 Air-core reactor model

3.1 Reactor structure

A laboratory model of the air-core reactor was constructed by winding copper wire of
diameter 0.7 mm around a cylindrical plastic support (low εr) of outer diameter 0.40 m,
with a pitch of 2.5 mm.

3.2 Computational model

A corresponding PEEC model of the laboratory reactor is designed. Each turn in the
PEEC model is made up of a finite number of bars with rectangular cross section. In this
case 20 bars were used in one turn. The end of the first turn is connected to the start of
the second turn by a small resistor. In a similar fashion, the second turn is connected to
the third, the third to the fourth until the last turn, modeling a spiral winding. Figure
3 shows a sample 4 turn reactor model. In this case each turn is formed by 16 bars, just
for simplicity.

Considering a case of 6 bars per turn, the equivalent circuit for one turn is shown in Fig.
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Figure 3: Schematic description for reactor PEEC model. Each turn is formed by a
number of rectangular bars (here shown for 16). For simplicity, the end of one turn is
connected to the start of the next turn by a small resistor.

4. Each bar represents a PEEC volume cell, and is used in the calculation of the partial
inductance and partial coefficients of potential. The electromagnetic coupling between
the bars is represented by the partial mutual inductances and the mutual coefficients
of potential. The partial inductance Lpii is calculated from the volume cell, while the
partial coefficient of potential Pii is obtained from the corresponding surface cells. The
inductive coupling from all other volume cells is represented by V i

L while the capacitive
coupling is represented by φi. Other circuit components like resistors, excess capacitances
and inductances are simply included in the equivalent circuit.

3.3 Partial element calculations for circular reactors

3.3.1 Partial inductances

A thin filament approximation is used to obtain the partial mutual inductances between
PEEC volume cells. The mutual inductance of two parallel filaments of lengths li and lj
according to [13] is given by

Lpij
= 0.001

∫

li

∫

lj

~dli · ~dlj
|~ri − ~rj| (4)

where li, lj are the lengths of the filaments, while ~ri and ~rj are positions vectors of
arbitrary points on the i:th and j:th filaments respectively. Considering the filaments
with arrows in Fig. 3 for example, ~dli and ~dlj would be the current directions, which
corresponds to the arrow directions. For the case where the filaments are inclined at an
angle α, the filament lj, is replaced by the l′j of length lj cos α, parallel to filament li and
the center of mass of lj and l′j coincides. This gives Lpij

maximum when filaments are
parallel and zero when they are perpendicular. This approximation gives fairly accurate
solutions, and is much faster compared to numerical integration routines.
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Figure 4: Equivalent circuit representation for a turn made of 6 bars. Lpii partial self
inductance of the i:th volume cell, Pii is the partial coefficient of potential obtained from
the corresponding surface cell. V i

L is the inductive coupling from all other volume cells,φi

is the nodal voltage, and In
p are controlled current sources .

3.3.2 Partial coefficients of potential

The coefficient of potential Pij is given by

Pij =
1

4πε0

1

SiSj

∫

Si

∫

Sj

1

|~ri − ~rj|dSi dSj (5)

where ~ri and ~rj are positions vectors of arbitrary points on the Si and Sj respectively.
Pij for the two orthogonal surfaces Si and Sj shown in Fig. 5 will have a maximum value
Pijmax when α = nπ and a minimum value Pijmin when α = (n + 1/2)π, where n is an
integer, given that lj > wj. For all α, Pij is approximated as

Pij = cos2 α Pijmax + sin2 α Pijmin. (6)

An exact analytical expression for Pijmax or Pijmin is given in [6] and [13]. The eq. (6)
is fairly accurate and it is much faster to compute compared to numerical integration
routines.
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Figure 5: Si and Sj are two surfaces, li and wi are the length and width of Si, α is the
inclination of Sj, relative to Si

4 Results

4.1 133 turns reactor

A reactor consisting of 133 turns winded copper wire with diameter of 0.7 mm was
constructed using a circular plastic (low εr) support with diameter of 0.4 m. The winding
separation is 2.5 mm giving the reactor length of approximately 0.33 m.

The 133 turns reactor is made up from 20 orthogonal, rectangular bars per turn giving
a total number of lumped elements of:

• 2 660 self partial inductances and volume cell resistances,

• 7 072 940 mutual partial inductances,

• 5 320 self coefficients of potential, and

• 28 297 080 mutual coefficients of potential.

For the constructed reactor, measurements were carried out using a vector network
analyzer in the frequency range 10 kHz to 5 MHz. Below presents results for the 133
turns reactor in both the time- and frequency domain with comparison with measured
results for frequency domain results.

4.1.1 Frequency domain results

The frequency domain model is a (Lp, C, R)PEEC model which include all electric- and
magnetic- field couplings between the 20 segments in the turns. The model is quasi-static
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and thus the phase shift in the electromagnetic field couplings are not updated for each
frequency. The extension to a full-wave model is trivial in the frequency domain but not
utilized in this example due to the large electrical length of the 133 reactor.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between the measurement results and the PEEC simula-
tion results for input impedance. The results are fair in predicting the resonances but
overestimates the amplitudes which can be due to omitting loss mechanisms other than
conductor resistive losses.
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Figure 6: PEEC model results for 133 turn reactor against measurements, 5 kHz to 5
MHz.

4.2 210 turns reactor

A 210 turns reactor was also modeled. The PEEC model consists of 20 orthogonal,
rectangular bars per turn giving a total number of lumped elements of:

• 4 200 self partial inductances and volume cell resistances,

• 17 635 800 mutual partial inductances,

• 8 400 self coefficients of potential, and

• 70 551 600 mutual coefficients of potential.

Measurements were not made for this, but the idea was to observe how the simulation
model can handle larger problems.
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4.2.1 Frequency domain results

The PEEC model was excited with a unitary current source at the input terminal and
the input impedance calculated as in Sec. 4.1.1. Figure 7 presents the results from 5
kHz to 10 MHz.
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Figure 7: PEEC model results for 210 turn reactor from 5 kHz to 10 MHz.

4.2.2 Time domain results

The developed code allows for time domain analysis of the same model by switching the
frequency domain, SPICE-like, AC analysis option

.AC LIN|LOG no_points f_start f_stop

to transient analysis by adding

.TRAN no_points t_start t_stop

For the time domain analysis the PEEC model is excited with a Gaussian pulse with
Rin = 200 Ω and Rout = 50 Ω. Figure 8 presents the time domain results for reactor
input and output voltage.

4.2.3 Time complexity

The simulations are run on a machine with a dual Intel Xeon CPU 2.8 GHz, and 3 GB
RAM. The time complexity for analyzing the 210 turns reactor is shown in Table 1.
It shows that the time required to analyze larger problems is acceptable on a regular
workstation.
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Figure 8: PEEC model results for 210 turn reactor in the time domain.

Table 1: Time complexity for analyzing a 210 turns reactor, 20 bars per turn, using
sequential PEEC-code

Step Time [min] Time [min]

Solver type FD-PEEC TD-PEEC
Parsing & Meshing 0.08 0.08
Calc. partial inductances 0.7 0.7
Calc. coefficient of potentials 6.0 6.0
Solver 1034 † 15 ‡

Total ∼ 1037 ∼ 55

† for 100 frequencies. ‡ for 1 000 time steps.

5 Conclusions and Discussion

There is a fairly good agreement between the measurement results and the PEEC model
results. The PEEC models utilized can characterize reactors up to 20 MHz, but mea-
surements on the reactor so far give significant information up to 5 MHz.

In the PEEC model each turn consists of a number of bars of rectangular cross section,
and the circular winding is better represented by a large number of bars. But then, the
size of the problem increases significantly with increase in the number of bars per turn.
In this case, 20 bars per turn does a good characterization of the circular winding, and
this is seen from the agreement with the measurement results in the presented figures.

The PEEC model reactor is a rather simple model. Skin effect and other proximity
effects are not considered but this will be treated by future work.
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